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Abstract

This work describes the early evolution and struggle of the Indonesian Internet . Prior to 90's,  prior 
to IP network, early Indonesian network was born with two major networks, i.e. FIDONET BBS 
and UUCP. Around 92-93, the early slow low cost Wide Area Network based on 1200bps packet 
radio IP network lead by LAPAN (Indonesian Space Agency) and BPPT (Indonesian Research 
Agency). Later, the high speed outdoor WiFi is adopted for building Wireless WAN. While the 
communities slowly build upon the Internet mailing lists. As servers and hosts grown, it slowly 
pushed the need for the Country Code Top Level Domain (ccTLD) ID and DNS. ccTLD ID  was 
initially pioneered by Rahmat M. Samik-Ibrahim from University of Indonesia. Need for high speed
network has pushed towards the fight for the 2.4GHz and it was liberated on January 5, 2005. In the
early 2000, as the government announce in the increase phone cost, the activists started to build 
H.232 and SIP soft switches and later ENUM servers on top Indonesian Internet. In 2014, it is 
currently an on going battle towards people's based telephony infrastructure. In the last couple of 
years, multimedia streaming servers on the Internet are spring up on the net as an alternative digital 
television for the Indonesians. These movements are fueled by open source technology.
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The Early Attempts
Having a low cost if possible free communication ove the computer network, e.g. Internet, is a 
dream for most young Indonesians. Prior to the IP based computer networks, there are two (2) 
major networks were deployed, namely,

• BBS (FidoNet) dial up network, later known as BEMONet.
• UUCP based network initiated in the university environment, later known as UNINET.



BEMONet: FidoNet telephone BBS Network.
In the early '80, FidoNet telephone Buletin Board System (BBS) network was brought by Jim Filgo 
to Indonesia. Jim Filgo was a consultant to the Indonesian Family Planning body, known as Badan 
Koordinasi Keluarga Berencana (BKKBN). Jim is friend of  C C Yan, a local businessman in 
Jakarta. Both introduce the BBS Technology to computer enthusiast in Jakarta and its surroundings. 
Since BBS needs an expensive telephone connection as that time, not many Indonesians were able 
to use the infrastructure. Detail story of the early FidoNet BBS Network can be found at

• http://indra.webvis.net/bemonet/
• http://rms46.vlsm.org/1/26.html

BemoNet was a legendary BBS based on FidoNet on the early '90. The System operator was 
T.A.Coen (Barong Creative BBS). Some of the early FidoNet nodes, were

    T.A. Coen, Barong Creative BBS (55:21/1).
    Jerry Djajasaputra, Extra Project BBS (55:21/3).
    Eko Budhi Harsono, Jakarta Network BBS (55:21/5).
    Marcelus Ardiwinata, Engineering Online (55:21/7).
    W.U. Prayitno, PrACCESS BBS, (55:21/11).
    Didi Harturi, DarkStar BBS, (55:21/12).
    Jati Waluyo, Sly N'Ketish BBS, (55:21/14).
    Mujaya Hertadi, Hang Tuah Online, (55:21/17).
    Muhammad Akbar, Master Online, (55:21/19).
    Zully Surianingrat, Mantooine BBS, (55:21/21).
    Arga M. Nugraha, CEGIE Networx BBS, (55:21/22).
    Edy Phang, Magic Network, (55:21/25).
    Omar Ujiana Sari, IndCEE Network Coordinator (55:21/29).
    Irza Pulungan, System 1 BBS (55:21/51).
    William Theophilus, Willie BBS, Bandung (55:122/1).
    Fauqoni Arif, Fastest BBS, Yogyakarta (55:274/1). 

One of the major mailing list used to remove stress is "JUNK/Batavia" :)

UNINET: An Inter-University Computer Network
Around 1983, DR. Jos Luhukay and DR. Bagio Budiardjo both from Computer Science Center - 
University Indonesia lead an initiative known as UNINET: an Inter-University Computer Network. 
The network is intended to provide network service and access mainly for educators and researches 
in the computer field, and for administrators of state universities/ institutes. Combining computer 
technology telecommunication facilities, it is a logical network utilizing the services of several 
physical networks. Nodes can be in the form of local-area networks (LAN's) and single-host nodes. 

The initial phase for UNINET is an electronic mail system very much like MAILNET. While 
waiting for s public packet switching network for Indonesia, dial-up facilities can be utilized, albeit 
at a quite high cost. A computer In Jakarta or Bandung can be used as the hub where post master 
functions are implemented. Development of the necessary software will be a very valuable 
experience in implementing subsequent phases of the network. Files can be transferred and handled 
by the mail system just like ordinary messages, although size limitations need to be implemented. 
Batch jobs specified with the required control statements can be submitted to the queue handler at 
remote site, providing that necessary permissions (and accounting information) are secured 
beforehand. In this manner files and batch jobs are processed similar to common mail messages. 

http://indra.webvis.net/bemonet/
http://rms46.vlsm.org/1/26.html


The different being that files are sent to the files handler at the target computer, and the batch jobs 
are sent with the queue handler as the recipient.

The original version of the paper by  DR. Jos Luhukay and DR. Bagio Budiardjo in 1983, can be 
found at http://opensource.telkomspeedy.com/wiki/index.php/UNINET:_An_Inter-
University_Computer_Network

During 1986 until 1990, UNINET was operational 24 hours / 7 days per week. It is documented in 
http://rms46.vlsm.org/0/00-7.html . The first UUCP machine at University of Indonesia was 
“indovax”. It was a VAX 11/750 with Mt. Xinu BSD 4.X. Operating System. The next and the 
legendary UUCP machine was "indogtw". “Indogtw” has a unique history. Its hardware changing 
from one machine to another, subsequently,

• DUAL System/20 (MC68000, 1 Mbyte RAM, 20 Mbyte Disk, UNIX III & version 7)
• MV/2000 (AOS/VS)
• PC-AT (286 - 8 MHz, SCO Xenix)
• PC-AT (286 - 10 MHz, SCO Xenix)
• PC-AT (386 - 16 MHz, SCO Unix)
• PC-AT (486 - 25 MHz, SCO Unix)

It was initially located on the 4th floor PUSILKOM Building at University of Indonesia campus in 
Salemba, Jakarta. Due to lack of packet switching circuit to Salemba, indogtw has been moved to 
Telkom Gambir Building (in Indosat Rack?). Then, it moved again to  PUSILKOM-UI Building 
first floor  in Salemba, Jakarta until now. DUAL System/20 machine is the first UNIX owned by 
PUSILKOM UI since 1983.  It was initially named "indogtw", then "indogtw.uucp", then 
"indogtw.ui.ac.id", then "indogtw.csc.ui.ac.id". The name indogtw was given by Dr. Joseph F.P. 
Luhukay. The postmasters of "indogtw" was, subsquently, Benny Somali, Andreas Tedja, Susana 
Lilik, Wignyo Tanto, Partono Rudiarto, Raden Prabowo, Rahmat M. Samik-Ibrahim, Bob Hardian 
(?) / Maman Sutarman (?) / Haydin Syafrudin (?). 

In 1996-1990, UNINET was part of AUSEAnet. A Microelectronics network involving Australia, 
Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, and Thailand (1986-1990).  Indonesian institutions 
connected to AUSEAnet were LIPI, NETLAB University of Indonesia (UI), Inter University Center
on Microelectronics at Institute of Technology Bandung (ITB).

List of UUCP node (u.idn.X) in 1995 is documented in http://rms46.vlsm.org/0/00-7.html . Below is
important section of the UUCP host list in 1995,

u.idn.1 

# u.idn.1 (Indonesia: UUCP Map) 
# for hosts whose overseas connection is via indogtw 

#N indonesia1 
#C Christopher Vance, Rahmat M. SamikIbrahim 
#O UUCP map coordinators, Australia and Indonesia 
#E cjsv@adfa.oz.au, ibrahim@ui.ac.id 
#W ibrahim@ui.ac.id Mon Jun 05 06:10:58 WIB 1995 

# indonesia1 = { 
          idndprin.go.id, 
          idniaga.bniaga.co.id, 
          idnmenlh.menlh.go.id, 
          ikipygy.ac.id, 

http://opensource.telkomspeedy.com/wiki/index.php/UNINET:_An_Inter-University_Computer_Network
http://opensource.telkomspeedy.com/wiki/index.php/UNINET:_An_Inter-University_Computer_Network


          indogtw.csc.ui.ac.id, 
          indovax.csc.ui.ac.id, 
          itsgtw.its.ac.id, 
          klwarta.or.id, 
          ogah.cs.ui.ac.id, 
          uidcs.cs.ui.ac.id, 
          ugmgtw.ugm.ac.id, 
          ypb.or.id } 

uunet.uu.net indonesia1 

u.idn.2 

#N indonesia2 
#C Christopher Vance, Rahmat M. SamikIbrahim 
#O UUCP map coordinators, Australia and Indonesia 
#E cjsv@adfa.oz.au, ibrahim@ui.ac.id 
#W RMS: Fri Aug 11 14:41:17 WIB 1995 
#R this entry is to make uunet look up MX records for the named domains 
#R this is done by making sure every name is fully qualified 

# indonesia2 = { 
          iptek.net.id, .iptek.net.id, 
          bppt.go.id, .bppt.go.id, 
          itb.ac.id, .itb.ac.id, 
          gundala.or.id, .gundala.or.id, 
          indcee.or.id, .indcee.or.id, 
          nusa.or.id, .nusa.or.id, 
          bin.bdg.co.id, .bin.bdg.co.id, 
          melvar.co.id, .melvar.co.id, 
          lapan.go.id, .lapan.go.id } 

uunet.uu.net indonesia2

The Early IP based on Slow AX.25 Packet Radio

Adi Indrayanto, Arman Hazairin, Basuki Suhardiman, Firman Siregar, I Gede Putu Suryawirawan,  
Muhammad Ihsan, Suryono Adisoemarta, R.M. Samik-Ibrahim, Robby Soebiakto, and Onno W. 
Purbo (alphabetical order) are some of the legendary names in early Internet development in 
Indonesia around 1992-1995. Each of them has dedicated their knowledge in building part of early 
historical Indonesian Internet.

In early 1990, we used Packet Radio Network AX.25 link layer protocol via Very High Frequency 
(VHF) on 150MHz frequency running at very slow 1200bps speed. TCP/IP run on top the AX.25 
link layer protocol.  It was for the first time, IP was used on Wide Area Network in Indonesia. The 
initial Indonesian Internet was known as PaguyubanNet.

Articles on the existence on Indonesian Internet can be traced down in several Indonesian national 
newspaper, such as, KOMPAS, in the end of 1990, we can find an article entitled “jaringan 
komputer biaya murah menggunakan radio” (low cost radio based computer network) as well as 
some short articles in Elektron Magazine published by Electrical Engineering Students Society of 
Institute of Technology Bandung (ITB) around 1989 written by Onno W. Purbo.



The early Internet development in Indonesian was inspired by the activities in Indonesian amateur 
radio especially the Amateur Radio Club (ARC) ITB in 1986. Equipped with High Frequency (HF) 
Single Side Band (SSB) Transceiver Kenwood TS430 belong to Harya Sudirapratama YC1HCE 
and Apple ][ computer with 64Kbyte RAM belong to Onno W. Purbo, YC1DAV, around 10-20 
young ITB students, such as, Harya Sudirapratama YC1HCE, J. Tjandra Pramudito YB3NR (RIP), 
Suryono Adisoemarta N5SNN (now YD0NXX) and Onno W. Purbo. YC1DAV (now YC0MLC), 
we learn to our senior amateur radio such as Robby Soebiakto YB1BG (used to work for IBM 
Indonesia), Achmad Zaini YB1HR (RIP), Yos YB2SV (RIP), YB0TD in 7MHz / 40m band. Robby 
Soebiakto YB1BG is one of the amateur radio guru among us in Indonesia, he teaches us how to 
conduct data communication over radio known as packet radio, and interact using TCP/IP protocols 
on top of it. YB1BG teached us on using the amateur Micro satellites for data communication. The 
learning process is later helped by many Indonesian mailing lists, such as, ybnet-l@itb.ac.id, 
ybqrp@yahoogroups.com, orari-news@yahoogroups.com etc. 

The packet radio technology developed by the amateur radio, is the early Indonesian Internet 
technology implemented to link friends at BPPT Ministry of Research and Technology (Jakarta), 
University of Indonesia UI (Jakarta), Indonesian Aerospace Institute LAPAN (Bogor) and Institute 
of Technology Bandung ITB (Bandung), later known as Paguyuban Network in 1992-1994. 

Muhammad Ihsan was a research staff member at LAPAN Ranca Bungur not too far from Bogor, 
south of Jakarta. In early 90’s, M. Ihsan was supported by his supervisor Dr. Adrianti and working 
together with DLR (German Space Agency) trying to setup packet radio computer network in 2 m 
and 70 cm band, later known as JASIPAKTA. M. Ihsan packet radio station, located in Ranca 
Bungur Bogor, is the one which relays the traffic from ITB in Bandung (108 km from Ranca 
Bungur) to BPPT in Jakarta (41 km from Ranca Bungur) at 1200bps speed. 

Mr. Firman Siregar was the driving force at BPPT Ministry of Research and Technology who 
managed packet radio gateway in 430MHz / 70 cm band. A simple 386 machine running Network 
Operating System (NOS) on top DOS operating system serves as the main radio gateway for the 
traffic from LAPAN and ITB. Indonesian Internet is in its infancy, pass traffic to the Internet uses 
X.25 packet network connected to the gateway at DLR in Germany. The network at Ministry of 
Research and Technology was later known as Research and Technology Network (a.k.a 
IPTEKNET) http://www.iptek.net.id. 

On June 7, 1994, Randy Bush from Portland, Oregon, United States was helping IPTEKNET in 
Jakarta. He ping to the US and reported to colleagues in the Natonal Science Foundation (NSF), 
United States. This process is documented in

http://nsrc.org/db/lookup/report.php?id=890202377347:497424883&fromISO=ID



It appears in the report of the first IP connection Indonesia from 64 Kbps leased line IPTEKnet 
takes about 750ms ping to the United States.

R.M. Samik-Ibrahim (A.K.A. Ibam) was the driving force behind the operation of Internet at 
University of Indonesia (UI) in Jakarta. On experimental basis, University of Indonesia in Salemba, 
Jakarta, and in Depok, both were connected via packet radio network in 407MHz UHF band. Mail 
from packet radio network than forwarded to the Internet using UUCP Protocol. University of 
Indonesia helped transfer the e-mail from slow radio network in Indonesia to the Internet vice versa.
Later, R.M. Samik-Ibrahim was the first man in Indonesia who handles Indonesia (ID) Country 
Code Top Level Domain (ccTLD) later known as Indonesia Network Information Center IDNIC 
(http://www.idnic.net.id). 

I Gede Putu Suryawirawan is the name attached to the development of PUSDATA (Data Center) at 
Ministry of Industry and Trade during Minister Tungki Ariwibowo. I Gede Putu Suryawirawan at 
PUSDATA started a small Bulletin Board System (BBS) in early 1990 and provides free e-mail 
service to public, they initiate the transparency many public policy and public documents of 
Ministry of Industry and Trade at http://www.dprin.go.id. Both I Gede Putu Suryawirawan and 
Tungki Ariwibowo should receive most of the credit in the initial transformation of  government 
institutions into cyberspace. Minister Tungki Ariwibowo is the first Indonesian Minister who 
actively responds to e-mails. 

By the end of 1992, DR. Suryono Adisoemarta N5SNN (now YD0NXX) went to Indonesia. His 
arrival was exploited by the students at ITB’s Amateur Radio Club, such as, Basuki Suhardiman 
(now at ITB), Aulia K. Arief (now at jalawave.net), Arman Hazairin (now at Yellowpages 
Indonesia) supported by Adi Indrayanto (now at ITB) worked on the packet radio gateway at ITB. 
Having no formal funding and a used 286 machine, Institute of Technology Bandung (ITB) may be 
the poorest institution in Paguyuban Network. The radio modem, also known as Terminal Node 
Controller (TNC), used at ITB was borrowed from Muhammad Ihsan from LAPAN Ranca Bungur.  
These ITB students later formed the legendary Computer Network Research Group (CNRG) ITB.



Shown in The Figure is the Main Packet Radio Gateway at Institute of Technology Bandung (ITB) 
for Internet connection in 1994. It used 286 machine and VHF radio. Shown in the figure, the VHF 
radio sit on top of the 286 computer.

Start with a slow 1200bps packet radio in early 1993, ITB led by Computer Network Research 
Group (CNRG) ITB gradually built the Internet communities in Bandung and its surroundings.

Illustration 1: Packet Radio Gateway at Institute Technology 
Bandung in 1994



Shown in the figure is the Indonesian Internet network topology in November 1994. Most of the 
connections were using packet radio technology running at 1200bps. Many connections mainly 
located in Bandung shown as BDG-NET connected using Walkie Talkie on VHF 2 meter band.

The Indonesian IP Addresses
Based on ARIN & APNIC whois database servers, the first Indonesian IP address is registered to 
University of Indonesia code name UI-NETLAB (192.41.206/24) on June 24, 1988. The completed 
APNIC whois output is as follows.

OrgName:    Asia Pacific Network Information Centre 
OrgID:      APNIC
Address:    PO Box 2131
City:       Milton
StateProv:  QLD
PostalCode: 4064
Country:    AU

ReferralServer: whois://whois.apnic.net

NetRange:   192.41.206.0  192.41.206.255 
CIDR:       192.41.206.0/24 
NetName:    APNICERX192412060
NetHandle:  NET1924120601
Parent:     NET1920000

Illustration 2: Indonesian Internet in November 1994 drawn by Onno W. Purbo at ITB.



NetType:    Early Registrations, Transferred to APNIC
Comment:    This IP address range is not registered in the ARIN database.
Comment:    This range was transferred to the APNIC Whois Database as
Comment:    part of the ERX (Early Registration Transfer) project.
Comment:    For details, refer to the APNIC Whois Database via
Comment:    WHOIS.APNIC.NET or http://wq.apnic.net/apnicbin/whois.pl
Comment:    
Comment:    ** IMPORTANT NOTE: APNIC is the Regional Internet Registry
Comment:    for the Asia Pacific region.  APNIC does not operate networks
Comment:    using this IP address range and is not able to investigate
Comment:    spam or abuse reports relating to these addresses.  For more
Comment:    help, refer to http://www.apnic.net/apnic
info/whois_search2/abuseandspamming
RegDate:    20050131
Updated:    20091008

OrgTechHandle: AWC12ARIN
OrgTechName:   APNIC Whois Contact 
OrgTechPhone:  +61 7 3858 3188
OrgTechEmail:  searchapnicnotarin@apnic.net 

# ARIN WHOIS database, last updated 20091218 20:00
# Enter ? for additional hints on searching ARIN's WHOIS database. 

Found a referral to whois.apnic.net.

% [whois.apnic.net node1]
% Whois data copyright terms    http://www.apnic.net/db/dbcopyright.html 

inetnum:      192.41.206.0  192.41.206.255
netname:      UINETLAB
descr:        imported inetnum object for UNIVER208
country:      ID
adminc:      AS382AP
techc:       AS382AP
status:       ASSIGNED PORTABLE
remarks:      
remarks:      imported from ARIN object:
remarks:
remarks:      inetnum:     192.41.206.0  192.41.206.255
remarks:      netname:     UINETLAB
remarks:      orgid:      UNIVER208
remarks:      status:      assignment
remarks:      revsrv:     INDOVAX.CSC.UI.AC.ID
                           KEMBARA.EXTERN.UI.AC.ID
remarks:      techc:      AS2710ARIN
remarks:      regdate:    19880624
remarks:      changed:     hostmaster@arin.net 19970411
remarks:      source:      ARIN
remarks:
remarks:      
notify:       ardan@cs.ui.ac.id
mntby:       APNICHM
changed:      hostmaster@arin.net 19970411
changed:      hmchanged@apnic.net 20041222
source:       APNIC

person:       Ardan Setyadhi
address:      Computer Science, University of Indonesia



              Kampus UI, Depok 16424
country:      ID
phone:        +6221 7863415
              6221 7863419
email:       ardan@cs.ui.ac.id
nichdl:      AS382AP
remarks:      
remarks:      imported from ARIN object:
remarks:
remarks:      pochandle:  AS2710ARIN
remarks:      isrole:     N
remarks:      lastname:   Setyadhi
remarks:      firstname:  Ardan
remarks:      street:      Computer Science, University of Indonesia
                           Kampus UI, Depok 16424
remarks:      country:     ID
remarks:      mailbox:     ardan@cs.ui.ac.id
remarks:      busphone:   +6221 7863415
                           6221 7863419
remarks:      regdate:    19961213
remarks:      changed:     hostmaster@arin.poc 20010102
remarks:      source:      ARIN
remarks:
remarks:      
notify:       ardan@cs.ui.ac.id
mntby:       MNTERXUNIVEOFINDONNONID
changed:      hmchanged@apnic.net 20041222
source:       APNIC 

Some of the early Indonesian IP addresses are:

• 167.205.0.0/16 – Bandung-NET.
• 44.132.0.0/16 – Indonesian Amateur Radio Network.

Today, most of the Indonesian IP addresses, including IPv6, are managed through the Indonesian 
ISP Association (APJII).

Indonesian Mailing Lists on The Internet
Around 1987-1988, a small group of Indonesian students in Berkeley, United States formed the first
Indonesian mailing list by e-mail indonesians@janus.berkeley.edu.  Mailing lists was the most 
strategic media that enable Indonesia to interact and, thus, collaborate for further development of 
Indonesia. Indonesians@janus.berkeley.edu has enabled many Indonesian students to be able to 
interact with others. Early discussions were quite constructive and nationalist spirit.

In 1989, there was considerable hot discussion on religion issues in 
Indonesians@janus.berkeley.edu. Some of the member split into smaller mailing lists. The Islamic 
groups sets

 is-lam@isnet.org – discussion on Islam.
dialog@isnet.org – discussion between Muslim and non-Muslim.

While the christians sets,

paroki@paroki.org – Indonesian Catholic.

mailto:Indonesians@janus.berkeley.edu
mailto:Indonesians@janus.berkeley.edu


paroki_asia@wave.ec.t.kanazawa-u.ac.jp – Indonesian Catholic in the Asia Pacific.
iccn@dbs.informatik.uni-muenchen.de - Indonesian Christian Computer Network. 

Aside from religious discussion groups,  there are many other groups established, such as,

    pau-mikro@ee.umanitoba.ca – later becomes the early Indonesian hacker mailing list
    ids@listserv.syr.edu – Indonesian Development Studies group.

In late 1993, with the return of students studying abroad to Indonesia, Indonesia mailing list is 
gradually formed in Indonesia. In 1997, two (2) Pentium II servers were donated by ITB Alumni 
devoted to serve the early Indonesian virtual community using mailing lists. The two FreeBSD 
servers serve hundreds of mailing lists.

As shown in the figure, the small data center consists of 6 computer in 1998, later grown into larger 
data center in 2003 and adding more and more computers in 2006.

Illustration 3: The Servers at ITB that serves the early Indonesian
mailing lists. The picture was taken in 1998.



Illustration 4: ITB Data Center in 2003

Illustration 5: ITB Data Center in 2006.



The archive of many Indonesian mailing lists, may be found at 
http://www.umanitoba.ca/indonesian/milis.html or http://www.airland.com/id/komputer/milis.html. 
Hopefully these days some still can be saved in various search engines (engines), such as, 
http://www.yahoo.com or http://www.google.com.

In early 2000, Telkom Multimedia Division used to tried free mailing list servers located at 
http://www.plasagroups.com or http://groups.plasa.com. Their efforts seems to be override by 
yahoogroups and googlegroups.

Indonesian Cyberkiosk Known as WARNET
Aside from the commercial & legal ISPs, quite significant activities can be noted in some grassroots
movements. Their activities are driving most of Indonesian Internet activities. They are the Internet 
Café / Cybercafe / Cyberkiosk also known as WARNET. Some of which were runing on high-speed 
(11-54Mbps) outdoor WiFi technology. 

In 1994, IndoNet was established as the first commercial Indonesian ISP. At that time, 60-70% 
Indonesian Internet users were served actually by various form of Internet cafes (known as 
WARNET  in short for warung internet), but none of these activities has been driven by the 
Indonesian government. These Interface Cafe / WARNET  are mostly private & community driven. 
Thus, Internet is actually accessible to a much wider range of people than simply those who can 
afford a personal computer. Users has to pay around US$0.5/hour in most warnets. Warnet 
technology at schools reduces the cost to US$0.5/month/student. The WARNETs are virtually 
organized at asosiasi-warnet@yahoogroups.com. Instead of Telco, wireless infrastructure at 2.4GHz
(later on 5.8GHz) is used as their main high speed backbone without licensed / permission from the 
government at that time. Today, we may use 2.4GHz & 5.8GHz without any licensed.

In early 2002, there are 2000+ Internet Cafes in Indonesia. Some of the early data of the Indonesian 
Internet Cafe / Cyberkiosk can be found at http://warnet.idaman.com and http://www.natnit.net. 
Most of the Internet Cafes are self-finance. Most of us are hanging out at asosiasi-
warnet@yahoogroups.com at an average of 50-100 mails per day. The Indonesian Internet Cafés are
organized under Indonesian Internet Café Association (AWARI). AWARI was founded in 25 May 
2000. The early leaders are Judith M.S (me@judithms.com), Michael Suggiardi 
(michael@batutulis.com), and Abdullah Koro.  One of the their ultimate objective is to fight for 
expanding our own network and implementing the concept towards self-finance community based 
network and most likely less depence on the Indonesian Telco services. 

It is interesting to note that no single WARNET term in the Indonesian telecommunication and 
policy acts. The Indonesian government seems to be interested to use the term Community Access 
Point (CAP) in English rather than WARNET as used by the common Indonesians.

The Neighbourhood Network

In 1996, The term Neighbourhood Network known as RT/RW-Net was first used by the students of 
University of Muhammadiyah Malang (UMM), namely, Muhammad Nasar, Muji et.al that connect 
their boarding house to their campus UMM. UMM was connected through GlobalNet AI3 Indonesia
in Malang to the the Indonesian AI3 Internet gateway at ITB. The connection between the RT/RW-
net from the broading house to UMM used a walkie-talkie in the VHF band 2 meters at a speed of 
1200bps. The story was jokingly told by Bino, technician at GlobalNet AI3 Indonesia in Malang, 

http://groups.plasa.com/


East Java, they use the term RT/RW-net (Neighbourhood Network) as it connects its surrounding 
bording houses. 

The later neighbourhood network is technically similar to WARNET / cybercafe. However, it no 
longer use Walkie Talkie. It uses mainly outdoor wifi equipments to create a high speed 
neighbourhood wide area network.

Today, more and more community adopt these approach to low the connection cost of a 
neighbourhood. Unfortunately, the Ministery of Information Communicatuon especially its 
monitoring unit doesn't seem to like the idea of neighbourhood network. They then to do a lot of 
sweeping and revoking the neighbourhood network equipments and arguing that these are an illegal 
network as it operates without ISP license.

Same as WARNET, until today, there is no single RT/RW-net term in  Indonesian 
telecommunication and policy acts. 

Indonesian Internet Service Provider (ISP)
The easiest way to probe the Indonesian Internet infrastructure development is through the 
expansion of Indonesian Internet Service Provide (ISP). Commercial ISP was started by 
IndoInternet known as IndoNet http://www.indo.net.id in 1994. The first ISP IndoNet was led by 
Sanjaya. Sanjaya is currently with APNIC in Australia.

The Indonesian Directorate General of Post and Telecommunication from the Ministry of 
Information and Communicarion also known as DIRJEN POSTEL http://www.postel.go.id, 
provides two steps of ISP licenses, namely, 

• Principal ISP License – saying principally the government gives the permission for one to 
setup the ISP. 

• Operational ISP License – after normally one year, through an evaluation process, those who
pass the process will receive operational license as the permit to provide service to the 
public. 

Most of the commercial Indonesian Internet infrastructure can be probed through the Indonesian 
Internet Service Provider Association also known as Asosiasi Penyelenggara Jasa Internet Indonesia
(APJII) http://www.apjii.or.id.

As reported by APJII, the figure shows clearly that large number of ISP licenses is granted by the 
government. Thus, it seems no restriction is applied and only the professional would be able to 
show its capacity to operate an ISP and receive the operational license.

In 2001, large portion of the Indonesian Internet users access the Internet through the big ISPs, such
as, IndosatNet, LinkNet, CBN, RadNet, Centrin and Indonet. However, at that time one TelkomNet 
is providing TelkomNet Instant access at +080989999 with no requirement for registration. Thus, 
unable to probe the real number of its subscriber. 

The growth as well as targeted total Indonesian Internet users are shown in the figure obtains from 
APJII. It is clearly shown that a doubling of Internet users is common growth rate in Indonesia. In 
early 2002, APJII estimated that the total Indonesian Internet users are around four (4) million 
users. 



More detail study on its profile can be found in the research done by APJII. In 2001, the majority of 
Indonesian Internet users were dominated by male, young (25-35 years old) and  educated people, 
such as,  high school graduate, university students or young professionals.

As reported by APJII, In 1999, there are one (1) million Indonesian internet users. In 2010, there are
45 million users. In 1999, there are 100.000 internet subscribers to the ISP . In 2010, there are 6 
million subscribers to the ISP. The Internet subscribers are the one who subscribe to the Internet 
access via the ISP. It can be personal account, office, cybercafe or even neighbourhood network. 
However, as noted clearly from the statistics that most of the Indonesian Internet users are not 
subscribe to ISP. They seems to access via cybercafe, neighbourhood network, community based 
network. The statistics suggested that the community network s are much larger today than in 1999. 

In the early 2000, Indonesian ISPs were using mainly the incoming dial-up lines to provide Internet 
access. This approach creates problems as the ISPs has to apply for incoming E1 lines to the 
incumbent. It was reported, at that time,

• Internet Service Providers (ISP) in Kalimantan, Sulawesi, Bali, Sumatra have to pay 
US$30/incoming call line/month from the normally US$3/month/incoming call line. 

• Some ISPs, like IndosatNet,  have to suffer as their application for E1 lines are rejected by 
the Incumbant. 

• Application for E1 lines in offices are purposely rejected. 
• Request for leased line from ISP, is redirected to use TelkomNet (the incumbent owned  

ISP). 
• In Sulawesi, it was reported in genetika@yahoogroups.com, that the Incumbent is purposely

reject request for incoming call lines for ISP. 

Interestingly, no action are carried out by the authority although a written complain has been filed. 

As expected, the government policy were lagging and full of holes in many aspects. No competitive
safeguard is one of the major flaw in government policy framework. In addition, old paradigm that 
ISPs must use dial-in port still intact in government mind, thus, no ISP license will be granted for 
those ISPs that were not using dial-in port. 

In tactical framework, basically, no creativities were allowed. Everything must registered, and 
request for license. Not to mention the nonofficial government taxes born by the small medium 
enterprises, such as, the Internet cafés. Interesting to note that there was increasing illegal sweeping 
by the government officials and the police in May - June 2002, to revoke, to seize “illegal” VoIP & 
Wireless Internet equipments. Note that some of these “illegal” VoIP equipments were legally 
located at the Incumbent automated switching building. 

The Indonesian ISP Association, known as, Asosiasi Penyelenggara Jasa Internet Indonesia (APJII),
established during their first National Conference on May 15, 1996. The board are appointed for a 3
years term. The first board was asked to perform several key programs that considered strategic for 
the development of the Internet network in Indonesia. These programs are,

• Setup Internet Services Rate
• The Establishment of Indonesia-Network Information Center (NIC-ID)
• Setup Indonesia Internet Exchange (IIX)
• Negotiate Rates with Infrastructure Telecommunication Services
• Proposed Number and Type of Provider



Some of the program, resulting the early government policy in Telecommunication services, such 
as,

• Surat Keputusan MENPARPOSTEL R.I. Nomor KM.59/PR.301/MPPT-96 tanggal 30 Juli 
1996 tentang Tarif Jasa Internet.

• Surat Keputusan MENPARPOSTEL R.I. Nomor KM.2/PR.301/MPPT-97 tentang Tarif Jasa 
Sirkit Langganan (Leased Circuit).

• Surat SEKJEN DEPARPOSTEL R.I. Nomor PR.301/9/5/PPT-97 tanggal 28 Februari 1997, 
which states that Internet Service Providers are Telecommunication Services Operators.

APJII provide beneficial services to members, including:

• Connection to IIX [Indonesia Internet Exchange].
• APJII -NIR [Allocation of IP Address and AS Number].
• Organizing communication and consultation among members, between the members of the 

Government, the members of the association / organization inside and outside the country, as
well as between members of the business world in general.

• Provision of information sources related to the needs of members
• Protection of the member's interests, provide input to the Government through the relevant 

departments on various issues in the interest of members
• Organizing Seminars and Training

During Heru Nugroho Leadership in the year 2000, some of the activities provide direct benefits to 
the Indonesian people, such as,

• PROGRAM SEKOLAH2000 (School2000 Program) - is an initiative of the Association of 
Indonesian Internet Service Provider (APJII) to introduce the Internet to students, teachers 
and all levels of education (school) in Indonesia ranging from elementary, junior high to 
high school, including high school, vocational school and Islamic school Madrasah. This 
program has been running since mid-1999 and has organized activities in the framework of 
the development of Internet users, including the Oath Internet and e-Student Youth Camp.

• MILLENIUM INTERNET ROADSHOW (MIR) - to promote the understanding on 
information technology (the Internet), particularly in its development in Indonesia. MIR 
held for 3 months starting from March s / d May 2000 and held in 15 cities in Indonesia. .

 As of the mid of 2001, there are 

• 160+ Principal ISP lisense Holder 
• 80 Member APJII 
• 40+ active in providing services 
• in 100+ cities, all provinces 
• APJII provide common facilities, such as, 
• APJII IIX 
• APJII IDNIC 
• Domain Registration & NIR (APNIC) 

 
In 2001, 160+ ISP licenses have been granted with about 60+ ISP operational. In reality, 60-70% 
Indonesian Internet users are served by various forms of Internet cafes . It is interesting to note that, 
none of these activities are driven by the Indonesian government; they are mostly private & 
community driven. 



Indonesia Internet Exchange (IIX)

In the 1998-2000, the development of the Internet business venture in Indonesia increasingly 
prevalent with 120+ ISPs licensed from the government. It is identified that inter-ISP traffic was 
pass through the expensive International bandwidth. More efficient & lower cost connection 
between Indonesian ISP push the need to build local Internet Exchange (IX) in Indonesia.

In early 2000, to reduce international traffic, APJII setup multiple Indonesia Internet Exchange 
(IIX). In Jakarta, there were at least three (3) IIX, as in Cyber Building in Mampang, Jakarta, in 
Kuningan, and in Gatot Subroto, Telkom Building. Later, local IIX in various cities has also been 
setup, such as, Surabaya, Makassar, Bandung, Batam. Thus, local traffic in each of the cities no 
longer have in intervenes to Jakarta.

Today, one of the largest Internet Exchange in Indonesia is operated at IDC located in their premise 
in Mampang Duren 3 in Jakarta. The majority of the connections to the exchange is via fiber optics. 
This Internet exchange is called Open Internet eXhanged (Open IX) managed by Johar Alam and 
Aie.

In Early 2004, as reported by Johar Alam (johar@the.net.id) administrator of Indonesia Internet 
Exchange (admin@iix.net.id) and Heru Nugroho (hn@apjii.or.id), the total bandwidth IIX peak 
reached 1.2Gbps. Because international bandwidth traffic approximately three (30 times the 
bandwidth of the local, the estimated peak of international bandwidth is approximately 3Gbps. The 
peak bandwidth is usually around 70-80% maximum bandwidth. Therefore, it is safe enough for us 
to say that the estimated maximum bandwidth to the Internet from Indonesia around 2Gbps.

As reported by Johar Alam in 2012, to give some ideas on the Indonesian Internet exponential 
growth,

2000 2012

Population 224.784.200 245.613.043

Internet Users 2.000.000 55.000.000

Internet Exchange Peak Traffic 3 Mbps 64.7 Gbps

The figure shows clearly that the peak Internet exchange traffic is exponetially grown, much faster 
than the Indonesian Internet users growth :)

Closely analyze the traffic, we will see that the increase in traffic / bandwidth is mainly caused by 
corporate customers (companies). In addition, the Internet users in Indonesia started to like the 
Internet which consumes bandwidth applications like taking MP3, multimedia or gaming online.

The ratio betwen incoming and outgoing traffic is 1:10 as Indonesian more towards consuming 
information rather producing information.

The idea of Internet Exchange in Indonesia was not new, the first documented idea was the Jakarta 
Internet Exchange in 1995 proposed by Rahmat M. Samik-Ibrahim as documented in 
http://rms46.vlsm.org/0/00-10.html .

In 1995, Rahmat M. Samik-Ibrahim proposed the Jakarta Internet Exchange (JIX). JIX should be 
physically a 'neutral' room (9 square meters), with at least a 'stackable' UTP Hub. The room and the 
hub, should be managed jointly by a consortium with very minimal overhead. The JIX consortium 

http://rms46.vlsm.org/0/00-10.html


members, is the ISP. It is estimated, JIX members will not be more than 50. JIX should not a single 
container to open the opportunity for other IX to grow. Similarly, JIX members may also 
concurrently become a member of another IX.

Each ISP will put their  router in its JIX UTP Hub. The router will still owned and controlled by the 
particular ISP. The particular ISP are also responsible for the cost of leased lines between JIX and 
the ISP NOC. If Ethernet (10 Mbps) is considered inadequate, will be available option interaction 
through FDDI, CDDI, or other technologies to be mutually agreed. However, as a minimum, there 
should be a link via UTP hub.

As documented by Rahmat M. Samik-Ibrahim, on Tuesday, 2 May 1995 19:02 GMT, Henri 
Soemartono e-mailed Rahmat M. Samik-Ibrahim. Henri Soemartono, the first CEO of RadNet the 
second Indonesian ISP, prososed, "Given the apparent rapid ISP growth,  the ISP is always started 
from Jakarta, how about this exchange is called IIX (Indonesian Internet Exchange)." Later in 2000,
the name Indonesia Internet Exchange (IIX) adopted by the Indonesian ISP Association (APJII). 
 

Indonesia Education Network

In 1995, Institute of Technology in Bandung (ITB) received a free 14.4Kbps leased line to Telkom 
Research Dvision (RISTI Telkom) as part of IPTEKNET. It really open the mind set of many the 
students and young Internet enthusiasts in Bandung.

Around 1994, A. Darjatmoko, an ITB alumni live in Madison, USA, tried frequency hoping spread 
spectrum to be used for connecting a new middle school to the Internet. As Darjatmoko was doing a
volunteering work as the designer of the middle school network and media lab.

Back in 1994 in the US, T1 leased line was quite expensive and, thus, may not be approved by the 
school district as this school was the first school that will be connected to the Internet. Thus, A. 
Darjatmoko was preparing for plan “B” to find solution for an equivalent of T1 speed. In 1995, 
WaveLAN card operates in ISM 915MHz band just newly declassified, thus, can be used for public.

Illustration 6: The Original Jakarta Internet Exchange Design in 1995 by Rahmat M. Samik-
Ibrahim



Back than A. Darjatmoko and other activists have managed to push the Information act to be signed 
by the Wisconsin governor. As a result, the T1 leased line become affordable. Thus, Darjatmoko's 
plan “B” to use WaveLAN spread spectrum equipments was never used.

In 1995, ITB received two early WaveLAN card running on 915MHz modulated using 2MBps 
spread spectrum from A. Darjatmoko via PT. CMI Indonesia. These cards laters become the main 
trigger for the development of Indonesian Wireless Internet. Indonesia may be one of the first early 
countries that uses Wireless LAN 915MHz outside the US.

Shown in the figure is the Lucent Technology WaveLAN Card based on the early IEEE 802.11 
running on 915MHz band. The WaveLAN card in the picture is taken in 2014. It is the actual 
legendary 915MHz WaveLAN card sent by A. Darjatmoko from the US.

Please note that the 915MHz band is used by cellular operator in Indonesia. Thus, the rebel at 
Institute of Technology Bandung (ITB) were actually pirating the Indonesian cellular frequency 
without any licensed from the government. It interferes the operation of XL Indonesin cellular 
operator. Such action has made Onno W. Purbo interrogated by the Director General Post and 
Telecommunication in Jakarta and nearly cost Onno W. Purbo Jail. Based on the Indonesian 
Telecommunication act, those who do such action should be prosecuted for  six (6) years in Jail. 

After the meeting with Director General Post and Telecommunication, the rebel agree to move to 
other frequency. In 1995-1996, there is no free and unlicensed frequency in Indonesia. Thus, ITB do
a another prirate operation in 2.4GHz using IEEE 802.11 equipments. It is used as high speed last 
mile to connect the schools and universities. The Computer Network Reseach Group at ITB were 
publishing books and articles on how to build low cost high speed network using 2.4GHz 
equipments. The spreading of the knowledge creating mass pirating of 2.4GHz in Indonesia 
beginning in the end of 1996 :)



In September 1996, it was the main turning point for ITB. ITB invested on Ku-Band satellite 
ground station and integrating ITB into Asia Internet Interconnection Initiatives (AI3) research 

Illustration 7: The Lucent Technology WaveLAN Card on 915MHz. It was illegally deployed in 
Indonesia.



network to WIDE Project in Japan at 1.5Mbps bandwidth via JCSAT. 

Shown in the figure is the Ku-Band VSAT ground station at ITB connected to WIDE Project in 

Illustration 8: Ku-Band VSAT ground station at ITB connected to WIDE Project in Japan via 
JCSAT



Japan via JCSAT as part of The Asia Internet Interconnection Initiative (AI3). The AI3 was lead by 
Jun Murray and Suguru Yamaguchi from Japan. In the end of 1996, The 1.5Mbps Ku-Band Internet 
connection was the highest speed Internet connectin in Indonesian. WIDE Project really pushing the
Indonesian geek to adopt many latest Internet technology, such as, FreeBSD based routers, IPv6, 
BGP routing etc. In 1997, Jun Murray and Suguru Yamaguchi was actually implanting the crucial 
Internet foundation in Indonesia.

Please note that heavy cloud and rain carrying cloud will reduce the Ku-Band signal in equator 
areas. Thus, we cannot guarantee 99.9% QoS for Ku-Band over equator nodes. However, the AI3 
experiment proved that Ku-Band is a feasible alternative for high speed data network for equator 
regions.

Later, ITB added 2Mbps interconnection to TelkomNet for local traffic, which in the end set ITB as 
one of the leading institution to integrate 25+ Indonesian educational institutions to the Internet 
around 1997-1999 known as AI3 Indonesia network. The 2Mbps wireless LAN on 2.4GHz was 
used for local loop in the education network in AI3 Indonesia network.

In 1997-2000, AI3 Education Network Indonesia was perhaps the first and the large-scale 
educational Internet networks in Indonesia that are relatively non-governmental. Intercity backbone 
using leased lines from Indonesia Telecom and VSAT division of PT. Electrindo Nusantara.

In 2000-2004, Under the leadership of DR. Gatot HP, Director of Vocational School of Ministry of 
Education, around 2000 vocational schools began to develop a School Information Network sharing
of knowledge between vocational teachers. They mainly rely on dikmenjur@yahoogroups.com 
mailing list.

In 2004, the vocational schools began to develop the concept of City WAN. City WAN is basically a
small Wireless ISP based on 2.4GHz outdoor WiFi in a town for the schools in the city in order to 
access the Internet simultaneously at a low cost. City WAN implementations done in about 30 cities
in Indonesia. Those who succeed are those which have good human resources with in barengi 
motivation and morale to build its network in the city. One that works well is the WAN Jakarta in 
Vocational School Jayawisata. Outside Java, the most active possible counterparts in Sulawesi 
based in Makassar LPMP lead by Khalid Mustafa.

In 2006, the City WAN vocational school network later evolved into Education Network known as 
JARDIKNAS.

In 2006, INHERENT (Indonesian Higher Education Network) is a closed data communication 
network between universities in Indonesia was established. This network includes one 
JARDIKNAS project. In the initial phase (2006) has been able to interconnection 32 localnodes that
are in universities in the capitals of the provinces in Indonesia and the office of the Directorate 
General of Higher Education. The purpose of INHERENT is to connect universities in Indonesia for
research and educational purposes.

The main backbone INHERENT nodes are located in big cities such as Medan, Jakarta, Bandung, 
Semarang, Yogyakarta, Malang, Surabaya, Samarinda, and Makassar. Because Indonesia is an 
archipelago, some nodes are linked via satellite.

Country Code Top Level Domain .id.
Indonesia is identified with ccTLD (Country Code Top Level Domain) ID . ccTLD ID has been 



used unofficially by PUSILKOM (Center for Computer Science) University of Indonesia in 
software support UUCP, namely PathAlias and uumap. According to the former postmaster 
indogtw.uucp, Partono Rudiarto, ccTLD ID has been used since the late 1980s. Of course, who can 
interpret as indogtw.ui.ac.id domain At that time, it was a computer running PathAlias on smail or 
the hosts' sendmail program. Complaints also sprung up, considering that most of the internet 
community can not give reply / reply to e-mails originating from Indonesia through indogtw.uucp 
node. 

Around 1998, a lot of pressure to officially registering ccTLD ID. Since 1988, University of 
Indonesia seek to find a solution, by approaching several institutions, such as the Directorate 
General POSTEL of Ministery of Information and Communication, P.T. Indosat, PERUMTEL (P.T. 
Telkom), P.T. Lintasarta, and others. However, in 1998, their knowledge and interest on the Internet 
is very minimal. Until early 1993, the UI still show their objection to follow up on that, due to 
technical reasons and do not want to be bothered administratively.

Finally, on May 8, 1992, an informal working group meeting was held at University of Indonesia in 
Depok Campus. The attendance of the meeting later known as Paguyuban Network, these 
Institutions were BPPT Ministry of Research and Technology, LAPAN Indonesian Space Agency, 
STT Telkom (now Telkom University) and University of INdonesia. The direct result of the meeting
is as follows 

• Opening of a UUCP link between BPPT and UI Depok. 
• Opening of 407 MHz radio link between UI Depok and LAPAN Space agency 

(Rancabungur, Bogor). 

The Paguyuban Network may be regarded as a pioneer of the computer network of cooperation 
between institutions in Indonesia. One of the factors supporting the Society's success is remote 
technical support from a mailing list called PAU-MICRO. At first, this mailing list is a vehicle of 
communication of the staff PAU-MICRO Electronics ITB who was studying abroad. However, later
evolved into a technical discussion forum open, some of their members were becoming pioneer in 
Indonesia especially in IT areas.

Since the opening of the link, the use of ccTLD and its Secondary Level Domain ID was increased. 
The urge to formally register ccTLD ID was also increased, so the UI ventured to register LTD ID 
through the help of UUNET in the United States. Although ccTLD ID has been registered since 
February 27, 1993, the news delivered by UUNET (Kyle Jones) on March 4, 1993. The first man 
who is initially in charged of the ccTLD-ID is Rahmat M. Samik-Ibrahim from University of 
Indonesia. 

With the help of Christopher Vance, the delegation takes place more easily, so that as of April 5, 
1994, the primary name server for TLD ID transferred from UUNET to ADFA. Simultaneously, 
demand for domain delegation appeared. The first request is fulfilled in order to have gundala.or.id 
domain MX records to rahul.net (April 1994). On October 4, 1994, the delegation prepared for 
secondary level domain ac.id, co.id, go.id, or.id, net.id, and mil.id, with secondaries in 
jatz.aamet.edu.au and is.nic .ad.jp.

On November 10, 1994, the Primary of Secondary Level Domain go.id was transferred to 
IPTEKnet. And at the same time, IPTEKnet officially become secondaries of ccTLD ID and other 
secondary level domain. According to the original plan, ccTLD and its secondary level domain ID 
be transferred gradually to the IPTEKnet. However, the following phases of the delegating 
processes never happen. IPTEKnet had difficulty to produce operational guidelines for the 
management of go.id. The guideline was planned to be a model for managing other secondary level 



domain. Thus, the planned transfer of the delegation was not continued. In 1995, commercial 
Indonesian ISP had shown a significant growth, as a result, INDONet and, subsequently, RADNet, 
become the secondary of ccTLD and secondary level domain ID. 

On March 11, 1996 some ISPs met on the 4th floor PUSILKOM University of Indonesia in 
Salemba. The results of the meeting, known as Supersemar 1996, to explore the development of 
new models in general domain registration, domain .net.id in particular. At the meeting of July 16, 
1996, APJII (Indonesian Internet Service Privider Association) and University of Indonesia agreed 
to follow up meeting March 11, 1996. Since July 27, 1996, the operations of domain registration is 
fully managed with the team APJII / UI. Due to some reasons, the proposed management model 
domain can not be realized until the deadline of August 17, 1997. The problem becomes more 
complicated with the resignation statement of Universiry of Indonesia as of October 1, 1997.

During the uncertain period (August-September 1997), no official statements from APJII on the 
ccTLD ID issue. Until the deadline 30 September 1997 morning, the continuation of ccTLD ID 
management was still not yet clear. This crisis ended on 30 September 1997 afternoon, with the 
release of an e-mail stating Budi Rahardjo willingness to participate. This condition seems to be ok 
for the next few months. But in late 1997, Budi Rahardjo said they want to part from APJII, even 
planning to move the primary DNS to University of Indonesia in Salemba.

Some people and organizations who was responsible as Top Level Domain Indonesia (.id) are: 

• Rahmat M. Samik-Ibrahim (University of Indonesia) 1993-1998. 
• Budi Raharjo (IDNIC http://www.idnic.net.id) 1998-2005 
• DEPKOMINFO 2005 until July 2007.
• PANDI (http://www.pandi.or.id) July 1, 2007 until today. The First chairman of PANDI is 

Teddy Sukardi.

The Indonesian Early Web

In 1993, there was no direct link to the Internet except IP over X.25 experiment from IPTEKnet to 
Aachen, Germany. While FUSILKOM-UI (Faculty of Computer Science) at University of Indonesia
used UUCP to Dialix, Australia and UUNET, USA.

NCSA Mosaic was introduced to FUSILKOM UI towards the end of 1993 by Dr. Bobby A.A. 
Nazief. Thus, it can be claimed that the appearance of WWW UI FUSILKOM before a permanent 
link to the Internet. However, since its beginning, the management of the site was merely 
perfunctory:-(.

Pioneering efforts for webhosting services appeared as the appreareence of Internet Service 
Providers (ISPs) in the mid-1990s. Not long after, non-ISPs webhosting company appeared; both 
operating outside Indonesia, such as, regex and WebIndonesia, and in country, such as, Cakraweb 
and IndoGlobal.

Liberation of 2.4GHz

In the past before the year 2000, an 64Kbps leased line via chopper cable priced at US$400 / month.
Frequency license for 2.4GHz was US$2000 / year / link. Internet was popular as it was introduced 



to public in 1995 .  But not many people knows how build the low cost broadband Internet access 

Thus, there are two (2) main problems, namely,
• Wireless network would be a logical alternative. Unfortunately, frequency license was too 

expensive. 
• Spreading the knowhow on how to build low cost broadband Internet access. 

Thus, the logical final objectives were to fight for unlicensing the wireless infrastructure and 
educate the community on how to self-finance the infratructure and not to rely on the government / 
public infrastructure. 

EARLY ATTEMPTS 
In the early days, 1993-1998 several attempts for low cost Internet access was  tried, such as, 
Starting early 1992, use packet radio network in 150MHz at 1200bps without frequency license. It 
connected a couple of dozen educational institutions. It created a hundred of early TCP/IP techies in
Indonesia.

Around 1996, Institute of Technology in Bandung (ITB) was getting VSAT connection via JCSAT 
& WIDE Project in Japan at 1.5Mbps. It was the highest speed Internet in Indonesia at that time. It 
pushed the need for high speed local access. 

1996-1998, Karlbridge from the US running at 2Mbps using 915MHz was illegally deployed. 
Several big universities wre connected. BTW, 915MHz is the cellular frequency in Indonesia. 
In 1998. Several attempts to seizing the Karlbridge equipments was done by the military / national 
force. Onno W. Purbo the man behind all the trouble was called by the Directorate General Post & 
Telecommunication. Jail was fairly close to Onno W. Purbo. Finally, Onno W. Purbo and the 
Director General agreed to move the network to different frequency band. Please note that there was
no free / unlicensed band at that time :(

CHANGE OF FIGHTING STRATEGIES. 
Around 1998, we moved the broadband links to 2.4GHz. Using early Karlbridge equipment running
at 2Mbps cost US$1000 / karlbridge. Again, without any license as the license cost US$2000 / link /
year.  The rebel needs to change their battle strategies. Guerrilla tactics via mass illegal use of the 
frequency would be more difficult to turn down. 

Starting around 1998, with Computer Network Research Group at ITB, write books, articles on how
to build low cost broadband Internet access. A lot of invitations to gave demo, workshops, etc. since
then sponsored by many vendor such as Corexindo, Planet Indonesia and work closely with 
Michael Sunggiardi in organizing wireless roadshow to many cities. 

The Technology is no longer confined in education and research network environment. It loose into 
public! Lots early cybercafes, ISP, corporate network in Indonesia was adopting the low cost 
broadband Wireless access at 2.4GHz. 

THE WAR: PEOPLE vs. POWER. 

As lots of people starting to illegally use the 2.4GHz. Indonesians buy the idea of low cost Internet 
access using wireless access. 



In 1999, a significant number of sweeping by police for illegal 2.4GHz was apparent. Many people 
decide to  bribe (many have to do monthly bribe) the police rather than loosing their equipment. It 
becomes a money generating source for the Indonesian police :( ... 

In 2000, Onno W. Purbo was the advisor to Directorate General of Post and Telecommunication at 
that time. Seeing a lot of the comrade's equipments being seized, he submitted a letter to quit and 
will never put a step into the DG Office until the problem resolved. He keep his vow and never step 
into the DG office since then for the next five (5) years. 

It creates a problem for the DG as they have to face the communities in open public space outside 
their office which is very dangerous. 

More workshops, seminars, media articles etc. were done at a rate of 2-3 seminars / workshops / 
week self-finance by the Indonesians to fulfill their curiosity as media coverage increases. 
At that time millions of Indonesian depends their access on 2.4GHz. The War apparent between 
power vs. people. 

INTERNATIONAL PRESSURE: THE STRATEGIC MOVE BY 
IDRC 

In 2003, the first World Summit on Information Society (WSIS), IDRC Canada and CERN inviting 
Onno W. Purbo to participate and give talk at WSIS. 

In 2003-2005, a significant number of invitation funded by IDRC to Onno W. Purbo to give 
workshop & talk in South Africa, Harvard, Bhutan, Canada, Malaysia, Cambodia, Laos etc. 
In 2005, the second WSIS, IDRC again invite Onno W. Purbo into the International lights. 

All international activities well report in the Indonesian media, especially, detik.com the Indonesian 
main on-line media. It creates a strong image that “International communities are acknowledging 
the practical Indonesian way in getting low cost broadband access”. 

It consequently creates a huge pressure in the Indonesian public towards the Indonesian 
government. 

FINALLY 
By the end of 2004, the pressure within the country especially with the help by IDRC and 
international communities becoming too high. 

Finally, 5 January 2005, Hatta Rajasa the ministry of transportation signed the Ministry Act that 
liberating 2.4GHz in Indonesia. 

THE WORLD AFTER 
Later, we see, 

• 2000-3000 installation of outdoor WiFi equipments per month. 
• Several companies in Indonesia is now making 2.4GHz antenna and equipments. 
• It becoming one of the main infrastructure for connecting more than 15.000 Indonesian 



schools to the Internet. 
• Many invention in appropriate & low cost wireless technology, such as, bazooka antenna, 

wokbolic, flat antenna and many others. Innovation is flourishing. 
• Now, Indonesian feels confidence to developed their own WiMAX technology and 

infrastructure as the demand for wireless network is high. 

In short, the economy is good. The technology and innovation is flourishing. It is all very much 
demand driven. 

The next decade episode will on the struggle to liberate telephony infrastructure as VoIP Rakyat the 
largest Indonesian VoIP free Softswitch is funded by Information Society Innovation Fund (ISIF). It
currently increases the capacity of VoIP Rakyat http://www.voiprakyat.or.id to Xeon 18 core and the
main Indonesian ENUM Server at http://www.e164.or.id and later http://teleponrakyat.id. Feel free 
to download the softswitch from http://www.briker.org. The servers are managed by Anton Raharja.

Educating the People
From the field experience, to build the Indonesian Internet infrastructure & society, human factor is 
the most important key. Ability to educate, provide free education on various aspects of the Internet 
would be paramount in shifting the mind set of Indonesian society in looking at Internet. Mind shift 
within the society will surprisingly ignite them to invest & build their own infrastructure at virtually
no cost from the government and any donor agencies. 

Having Internet based media, information & knowledge flow can be really accelerated. Most of 
knowledge put in softcopy in public domain. CD-ROM and Web servers are typical packaging 
technique used in the disseminating knowledge in electronic form. The trick is to accelerate the 
circle of knowledge, the faster the circle of knowledge can be run the more mass and audience will 
be affected, the more value is for the distributed knowledge. In this kind of process, copyright 
renders the acceleration of circle of knowledge, thus, reduces the value of the distributed 
information / knowledge. It is not surprising to see most of the Indonesian Internet activists would 
prefer to put their knowledge in copyleft & copywrong state. 

In the accelerated circle of knowledge, it would in the end educate many people and may transform 
part of the communities into knowledge producer rather than passively stays as knowledge 
consumers. It is the ultimate goal to see more knowledge producer, writer etc. cultivated as a result 
from abundant freely available knowledge over the network. Some of these knowledge producers 
are quite militant and normally becoming the driving force behind the Internet development in 
Indonesia. 

Most of the Indonesian Internet activists, such as, Onno W. Purbo, I Made Wiryana (Germany at 
that time), Michael Sunggiardi (Bogor), Adi Nugroho (Makassar), Irwin Day (Makassar), Ismail 
Fahmi etc. would prefer to publish their work freely on the Internet. You may find some of their 
work at http://opensource.telkomspeedy.com/speedyorari/ . It contains more than five thousand 
(5000+) articles and references on various aspects of the Internet. 

IT literacy for Women (Perempuan Melek IT) has been promoted by One Destination Center 
(ODC), lead by  Nurlina Purbo, who has been volunteering since 2007. She carried several Linux 
laptops visiting urban neighbourhoods and running three (3) days free demo for mother / women. 

The approach was captured and published by MetroTV on e-livestyle talkshows, DaAi TV on  
Volunteering program and many written media / newspaper and creating more snowball effects. At 

http://opensource.telkomspeedy.com/speedyorari/
http://www.e164.or.id/


MetroTV e-livestyle, the IT literacy for woman talkshow hit the highest rating ever for their 
program. It significantly shows that the need for such activities is very high. 

The early IT literacy for woman was supported by HIVOS (http://www.hivos.nl/english) in the 
Netherland and managed to educate close to 100 woman in Jakarta's urban areas. The e-book for 
women's IT Literacy program may be freely downloaded from 
http://opensource.telkomspeedy.com/speedyorari/index.php?dir=ebook/Modul+ICT+for+Woman

In 2008-2009, the open source activists suppoted by Prof. DR. Kusmayanto Kadiman, the miniter of
Research and Technology, wrote e-books on ICT for Indonesian high school ICT curriculum based 
on open source software.  The e-book on ICT education for high schools has been released and can 
be freely downloaded from http://opensource.telkomspeedy.com/speedyorari/index.php?
dir=ebook/tik-smp. Within which, it described how to write articles on the Blog and Wiki. It is our 
hope to see the 46.5 million young Indonesian students in 240.000 schools to become information 
and knowledge producers. 

In early 2009, with support from Ministry Research and Technology for around US$1000, we 
managed to run workshop on more than 12 cities in Indonesia and cover more than 6000 teachers 
and hope to influence about a million of Indonesian students. 

The Government Way in “Building” the Super Highway. 

The government of Indonesia (GoI) has been putting a lot of money into the Indonesian Super 
Highway & setting several national teams for it. In 1998, lead by Pak Jonathan Parapak, the team 
worked on the Nusantara 21 concept; the soft copy of Nusantara 21 concept can be downloaded 
from  http://opensource.telkomspeedy.com/speedyorari/index.php?dir=library/library-ref-ind/ref-
ind-1/application/n21 .  At that time, many nations were working on their National Information 
Infrastructure (NII) ignited by Al Gore’s Global Information Infrastructure (GII) initiative. 

The Nusantara 21 concept was than being used as reference by the National Coordinating Team for 
Telematics set by the Indonesian president (both Habibie and GusDur). Their concept was adopted 
by BAPPENAS (the National Development Coordinating Body) and was used for getting a World 
Bank loan that was received by the Government of Indonesia in 1998. It was around a couple 
hundred billion rupiah loan, it was known as Information Infrastructure Development Program 
(IIDP). Some of IIDP project was still on going in early 2002. 

IIDP consists of several smaller projects, such as, 

• TATP the Training Assistantship for the civil servant at Ministry of Industry and Trade as 
well as small percentage to selected Small Medium Enterprises. 

• IPTEKnet concept at Ministry of Research and Technology, for integrating the government 
institutions to the Internet. It would be the base for Indonesian e-government. 

• E-commerce concept at Ministry of Tourism. 
• Copyright Law at Ministry of Law & Legal Matters. 
• National Information Technology Framework at BAPPENAS, the National Development 

Coordinating Body. 

Unfortunately, most, if not all, of the funding was gone for paying the International consultants to 
write pages of concepts, working papers, law & legal matters. Not much investment in real 
infrastructure and things that really help the people access the Internet. Thus, these hundred of 

http://125.160.17.21/speedyorari/index.php?dir=library/library-ref-ind/ref-ind-1/application/n21
http://125.160.17.21/speedyorari/index.php?dir=library/library-ref-ind/ref-ind-1/application/n21


billion rupiah has very little direct impact to the Indonesian people.
 
In the year 2001, the state ministry of research and technology is launching the Internet Café 
Technology & Science Technology CD. Since the Indonesian government has some budget 
limitation, the one who drive behind the activities are mostly coming from the private sector. The 
Internet Café Technology aims to build 9000 Internet café with the investment from private sector, 
such as, Myoh.com and Hewlett Packard (HP) Indonesia. The investment will then be returned by 
the Internet café users though its access fee. In the early 2002, they managed to build a couple of 
these Internet cafés. 

While the Science Technology CD contains the research done under the state ministry of research 
and technology. It is distributed freely to the public. Sekolah 2000 foundation 
(http://www.sekolah2000.or.id) and Master Data with a lot of sponsorship from private sectors 
supports the production and distribution of the CDs. 

Glimpse On Technical Aspects  & Computer Network 
Research Group at ITB

The Indonesian Internet network topology in early 1993 is fairly simple. It connects four (4) 
institutions, namely, BPPT Ministry of Research and Technology, University of Indonesia, LAPAN 
Indonesian Space Institute, and Institute of Technology Bandung. Using the amateur radio 
technology based, a radio network running at Very High Frequency 144MHz, and Ultra High 
Frequency 430MHz are used to link all of these institutions. The network is running at very slow 
speed 1200bps (1.2Kbps). PC 286 running DOS 3.3 with Network Operating System (NOS) 
downloaded from ftp://ftp.ucsd.edu/hamradio/packet/tcpip/ was commonly used at the main 
gateway and router. BPPT & UI are acting as the main gateway to the worldwide network. 

Since then, homebrew radio modem based on TCM3105 one chip modem was commonly 
distributed among the Indonesian network geek to build our own network. The same technology is 
currently being used to integrate schools in remote areas to the Internet. To name a few, schools in 
southern mountain of Jogyakarta are the one that are implementing this technology. 
 
This simple & low cost technology was limiting the early Indonesian Internet usage for e-mail only.
It takes approximately one night for sending a one (1) Mbyte of data. Although, it was enough to 
open the mind set people in remote areas and integrate them into the cyber society. 
As Internet café grows, it spurs alternatives technology to use old 486 machines as Internet 
terminal. Linux with Linux Terminal Server Program (LTSP), can be found in http://www.ltsp.org 
or http://www.ltsp.or.id, solves our problem in both low cost investments as well copyright problem.
It is not surprising to see a lot of Indonesian Internet café (WARNET) with geek administrator 
would use old 486 terminals. 

Analyzing cash flow in these Internet cafés, it would clearly shown that most of the money is 
actually going into the Telco pocket for paying the telecommunication lines, not to mention, the 
increase in Indonesian Telco’s tariff at that time. It really drives the community to seek altrenatives 
to build our own network with out having to rely on Telco. The easiest way, supported by ample 
technology for building the network is the wireless LAN technology running at 2.4GHz. With 
approximately US$150 / unit at that time, one with strong Linux background may easily build a low
cost gateway / router to integrate a LAN or a community to the Internet at 11Mbps if we put 
external antenna with sufficient gain to reach the Access Point.



The 2.4GHz wireless Internet solutions can easily find on the Internet, such as, 
http://hydra.carleton.ca, http://www.wavelan.com, http://www.ydi.com, http://www.wipop.com, or 
at http://www.google.com use WLAN or 2.4GHz as keyword. One should explore alternative on 5 
or 5.8GHz for the newest equipments. 

The 2.4GHz radio and modem is integrated into a US$150 wireless LAN card. It was fairly similar 
to normal Ethernet card. The major difference was in the antenna connector pop up at the end of the
card to be used to connect the coax cable and external antenna to the card. The Linux’s driver of the 
card is available in public domain, such as, http://www.sourceforge.org will really help those who 
like to build their own infrastructure. 

Around 1994, A. Darjatmoko, an ITB alumni live in Madison, USA, tried frequency hoping spread 
spectrum to be used for connecting a new middle school to the Internet. As Darjatmoko was doing a
volunteering work as the designer of the middle school network and media lab.

Back in 1994 in the US, T1 leased line was quite expensive and, thus, may not be approved by the 
school district as this school was the first school that will be connected to the Internet. Thus, A. 
Darjatmoko was preparing for plan “B” to find solution for an equivalent of T1 speed. In 1995, 
WaveLAN card operates in ISM 915MHz band just newly declassified thus can be used for public.

Back than A. Darjatmoko and other activists have managed to push the Information act to be signed 
by the Wisconsin governor. As a result, the T1 leased line become affordable. Thus, Darjatmoko's 
plan “B” to use WaveLAN spread spectrum equipments was never used.

In 1995, ITB received two early WaveLAN card running on 915MHz modulated using 2MBps 
spread spectrum from A. Darjatmoko via PT. CMI Indonesia. These WaveLAN cards was build into
KarlBridge wireless router at that time.

Abount the some year, Suryono Adisoemarta send
a WaveLAN card with a stripped down Network
Operating System (NOS) to be used as long
distance router. Later, such setup become the main
trigger for the development of Indonesian
Wireless Internet. Indonesia may be one of the
first early countries that uses Wireless LAN
915MHz outside the US.

In 1996, Yadi and Adnan, both are the member of
Computer Network Research Group (CNRG) ITB
were experimenting with wireless router. Yadi and
Adnan tried NOS on WaveLAN card. NOS seems
to be unable to keep up with the card. Thus, they
used KarlNet EPROM to drive the wireless router.

On the next phase, CNRG ITB use FreeBSD to
drive WaveLAN cards. At that time, when
significant projects and activities in building
wireless network was happening. The CNRG's
member jokingly use the term “Bandung sea of
WaveLAN” or “Operation take back Jogjakarta”
to adopt the army term during 1945 revolution
into wireless guerrilla fighting spirit.

Illustration 9: FreeBSD PC Wireless Routers in 
a housing on the 9th floor of PAU Building at 
ITB



Shown in the figure is the FreeBSD based 
PC wireless router in an outdoor housing 
placed on top of the 9th floor of the PAU 
building at ITB. On the back of the PC is 
heliax or LMR coaxial cable connected to 
the 2.4GHz parabolic antennas on the 
rooftop tower.

Shown in the figure is the roof top tower 
with many parabolic 2.4GHz & 5.8GHz 
antenna on it. While the FreeBSD based PC
router is located in the housing just below 
the tower.

Building low cost home made 2.4GHz 
antenna is not that difficult, a tincan with 
90 mm diameter, and 215 mm length can 
be easily used as 2.4GHz antenna and quite
good for 3-4 km distances. It cost 
approximately US$5-10 per antenna. This 
tipe of antenna is currently being used by 
many Internet Cafes (WARNET) in 
Jogyakarta for reducing their investment. 

The liberation of 2.4GHz has later spur 
many innovations, one of the legendary 
innovation in early 2000 by Gunadi in 
Purwakarta, Wajanbolic also known as 

Wokbolic in English. Wajanbolic is a simple WiFi client using Wok to increase the WiFi signal 
reception. It enables one to access the long distance up to around 4-5 km Internet Access Point by 
using a US$10 USB WiFi dongle and a Wok. Shown in the figure is Gunadi when he tried his 
Wajanbolic.

Illustration 10: Roof top Tower of 2.4GHz wireless 
links on top of PAU Building at ITB.



In 1996, the campus backbone was the 1200bps walkie talkie running on 144MHz VHF band. The 
network activits on ITB campus desperately need a high speed backbone to connect all the nodes. 
No funding was allocated for ITB network, in fact, many of the leader at ITB at that time was not 
keen enough to the young engineers toys. Thus, the activists has to dig their own pocket to build the
bacbone. Finally, the ITB's network activits able to buy a coaxial cable long enough to run a quarter 
of ITB's campus.

Deploying the coaxial cable along the campus create another problem. Since, most of the activists 
were young and broke, to deploy the yellow coaxial cable, we run the cable over ground hanging on
electric poles and other poles. The head of ITB didn't
like the idea, their campus full of hanging cables.
Onno W. Purbo put on trial and interrogated by two
vice rector and one ITB project manager and forced
to put the cable into the ground else ITB will cut the
cable. Well, the cost to put a cable into the ground
per meter is the same as the cable per meter. After
short discussions on ITB mailing list over the walkie
talkie network, we decided rather than using the
money to buy another cable and lay out over the
poles. Surprisingly, no single yellow cable was cut by
the authority of ITB :) ….

Shown in the figure is the legendary yellow coaxial

Illustration 11: Gunadi the inventor and His Wokbolic with USB WiFi dongle in it.

Illustration 12: The Initial campus network 
backbone using yellow coaxial cable.



backbone. Such setup becoming a standard for campus network backbone. Today, we use fiber 
optics instead of coaxial cable for the majority campus network in Indonesia.

Shown in the figure is the fiber optices backbone at Institute of Technology Bandung. The whole 
network is managed by Computer Network Research Group (CNRG) ITB.

Having the solution to build an alternative for high-speed local access network, we need to think on 
how to build the regional network. The only liberalized infrastructure for regional network is the 
satellite network. Most of Internet cafes (WARNET) in Bandung, Jogyakarta, Surabaya, Malang 
etc, were adopting a hybrid satellite and wireless Internet infrastructure to build the whole 
community based infrastructure. Two ways satellite access will remove their depence to operators 
for regional access. 

In early 1990, the inter island terrestrial infrastructure was not adequate. We have to rely on VSAT / 
Single Channel Per Carrier (SCPC). There are several SCPC providers, such as, PT. Citra Sari 
Makmur (CSM), PT. Elektrindo Nusantara, and PT. Lintas Arta. CSM provides SCPC links for 
Indonet, Meganet (Jawa Pos Group), Wasantara Net (Pos dan Giro). 

In 1985, Prior of Internet & VSAT, there was an X.25, packet data communication system (SKDP) 
that was operated by Indosat, then move to Telkom, then move again to Lintas Arta. There was two 
(2) type of X.25 circuit, namely, dial-up packet SKDP-D and leased circuit SKDP-L. Using X.25 
network, a personal PC as well as server IBM / DEC / etc may communicate to world wide 
network. The amateur radio side of the technology, is the AX.25 network that was used by the early 
Indonesian Internet network on VHF and UHF band.

Satellite access is quite expensive, it was cost approximately US$5000 per Mbps per month. Thus, 
sharing the cost with 10-20 Internet cafés is very logical to reduce the cost to US$250-500 / month /
Internet café. US$500 / month / Internet café was affordable knowing some of these cafés can easily
get US$50-100 / day from their customer. High-speed wireless technology is used to share the 
bandwidth among these Internet cafés. 
 

Drawing 1: Fiber optics backbone at Institute of Technology 
Bandung



Another emerging controversial technology is the Internet telephony. References on it are freely 
available at http://www.ietf.org, http://www.iptel.org, http://www.sipforum.org and can be used to 
build a community based telephone network at very low cost. Lead by Anton Raharja, the 
Indonesian has run the largest VoIP softswitch at http://www.voiprakyat.or.id. Supported by Internet
Society Innovation Fund (ISIF), the softswitch is currently increased in capacity to Xeon 8 Core. 
Those who wish to build their own softswitch may download the CDROM iso file from 
http://www.briker.org. In 2010, funded by ISIF (http://www.isif.asia), the e-book on Next 
Generation Network telecommunication Infrastructure in English and Indonesian was published at 
http://opensource.telkomspeedy.com/speedyorari/index.php?dir=ebook/ebook-voip  and 
http://opensource.telkomspeedy.com/wiki/index.php/VoIP_Cookbook:_Building_your_own_Teleco
mmunication_Infrastructure . Today, Anton Raharja has run free ENUM Server to map +62 number 
to VoIP Number at teleponrakyat.id. Both VoiP Rakyat and Telepon Rakyat server is hosted at  at 
Open Internet Exchnge of IDC.

More recently, Andri Johandri et.al run free streaming video server at http://streamingrakyat.id 
hosted at Open Internet Exchnge of IDC to provide free video streaming to Indonesia. It was based 
on Nginx and RTMP running on FreeBSD machine. One may do live streaming and create own 
channel for free.

Behind all the movement and activities in deploying such heroic infrastructure that rely heavily on 
the community initiative. Educated, dedicated & militant people is the key of success. It shows 
clearly the strength of community education in attempting to transform Indonesia into knowledge-
based society. The persons behind these high technology gadgets are young and energic enthusiasts.
In the picture is the typical example of these young ones. These young ones happen to be Onno W. 
Purbo's students at Computer Network Research Group (CNRG) at Institute of Technology 
Bandung (ITB). 

Copyleft & copywrong movement done by many volunteers (not the government) really help in 
providing knowledge to the society. It empowers bottom up processes through technical literature 
publications in various printed media and books, as well as many Internet mailing lists, mostly, 
hosted at yahoogroups.com. 

Having the knowledge distributed to the society, it helps educating the society and enables them to 
build their own infrastructure.  In the end, a self-finance bottom-up Internet infrastructure is build &
driven by the people with no World Bank, ADB, IMF and no government involvement. 

Wireless Internet & Internet café technology is the key infrastructure. Most of the infrastructures are
self-finance by the Indonesian people with no WB, IMF & ADB funding.

http://streamingrakyat.id/
http://opensource.telkomspeedy.com/wiki/index.php/VoIP_Cookbook:_Building_your_own_Telecommunication_Infrastructure
http://opensource.telkomspeedy.com/wiki/index.php/VoIP_Cookbook:_Building_your_own_Telecommunication_Infrastructure
http://125.160.17.21/speedyorari/index.php?dir=ebook/ebook-voip


Dr. Onno W. Purbo: is a well-known media columnist and author of more than 40 books on Internet 
technology. He is active in over 70 Indonesian Internet mailing lists. One of Indonesia's leading 
experts on Internet technologies and education, he has taught at Institute of Technology in Bandung 
(ITB), and  now at STKIP Surya and Surya University. He dedicates his life to educating the 
Indonesian community on the Internet and Computer technologies, spending many hours in giving 
talks & workshops in public, schools & universities. He hopes to see an Indonesian knowledge-
based society established . He is a licensed amateur radio since 1981 with callsign YC0MLC.
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